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ABSTRACT
Background: Somatostatin analogues have shown to be effective in controlling the levels of growth hormone and are
recommended for the treatment of acromegaly. These treatments have high costs of acquisition and their use might be
restricted in limited resource settings. Objective: To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of somatostatin analogues for acromegaly in Colombia. Setting/Subjects/Intervention: A decision model was developed using a hypothetical cohort of
patients with Acromegaly. Patients were treated according to the clinical practice of the country. Response to treatment
and transition probabilities were derived from published literature. Costs and resource utilization were extracted from
public and private sources in Colombia. Main Outcome Measure(s): Cost-effectiveness ratio, measured in Colombian
pesos in a 2 year time-horizon. Results: The total medical treatment costs for the octreotide group were (Colombian
Pesos) COP$53,807,616, compared to the total costs for the lanreotide group of COP$83,126,567. In the octreotide arm
65.30% of the patients and in the lanreotide arm 59.50% of the patients were successfully controlled. The number of
deaths was 295 (13.1%) and 302 (13.4%) for octreotide and lanreotide, respectively. Because the costs are lower and
the effectiveness is higher for octreotide in comparison with lanreotide, octreotide is more cost-effective than lanreotide.
Probabilistic sensitivity analyses were consistent showing octreotide as the most cost-effective option. Conclusions:
Costs and effects of octreotide compare favorably to those of lanreotide in the treatment of acromegaly in Colombia.
Sensitivity analysis showed that despite the uncertainty in cost-effectiveness ratio this result is robust.
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1. Introduction
Acromegaly is a chronic condition characterized by excessive secretion of growth hormone (GH), which is
mainly caused by pituitary tumors [1,2]. The incidence of
this condition is three to four per million people and the
prevalence is between 40 to 60 cases per million people
[3]. The growth of these tumors is slow and delays the
diagnosis of the disease by about 10 to 12 years until it is
clinically recognized, more commonly in adults during
their fourth or fifth decade of life [2-4]. The clinical features of acromegaly can be present in multiple forms,
such as excessive growth in connective tissue, bones, and
visceral organs, among others, accompanied by metabolic disorders, cardiovascular disease, sleep apnea, and
colon neoplasms [5]. All these conditions and many others
not described here but also present in acromegaly are
associated with an increased mortality. According to a
recent meta-analysis, all-cause mortality is almost douCopyright © 2012 SciRes.

bled in subjects with acromegaly compared to the general
population [6].
Current treatment algorithms and guidelines aim to
control the levels of GH to <2.5 µg/l and to lower the
levels of the serum insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I) to
the reference range according to the subject’s age and
gender. Achieving these goals leads to symptom resolution and less complications and mortality rates comparable to those of the general population [4,7]. To accomplish this goal multiple interventions could be required.
The first step in small resectable tumors or large symptomatic tumors is a selective transsphenoidal surgery.
The endocrine remission rate for this intervention is
higher for microadenomas, around 70%, compared to
macroadenomas with less than 50%. Major complication
rates from this procedure are present in less than 10% of
the patients and the mortality rate is less than 1% [8].
Medical therapy is usually recommended following the
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surgery when biochemical remission is not achieved,
nevertheless it can be used as primary therapy in patients
with unresectable tumors, high surgical risk or who refuse surgery [9]. Two analogues of somatostatin, a hormone which inhibits GH, are available in Colombia: octreotide (Sandostatin LAR®) and lanreotide (Somatuline
ATG®). In a recent metaanalysis, Murray et al., reported a greater biochemical efficacy for octreotide versus lanreotide for controlling the levels for GH (54% vs.
48%) and IGF-I (63% vs. 42%), nevertheless due to the
methodological limitations of the studies included they
did not find these differences to be significant in the control of biochemical markers [10]. These drugs have few
side effects; most of them are gastric disturbances which
resolve after the first months of therapy. In patients who
do not achieve control levels with maximum doses of the
somastostatin analogues, the addition of cabergoline, an
oral dopamine agonist, is recommended. Adding cabergoline to any of the two somatostatin analogues, increases biochemical control by 21%. Long-term exposure
to cabergoline has been associated with increased risk of
valvular heart disease [11].
In patients who do not respond to the previous treatments, conventional radiation therapy should be considered. Although the tumor growth and size is decreased
with radiation, the biochemical control and symptoms
improvement are slow, and may take 5 to 10 years to
achieve reasonable control levels [12]. A previous step
recommended by the guidelines, involves a GH receptor
antagonist called pegvisomant but it is not available in
Colombia.
Despite the guidelines and the evidence of the benefits
of the treatment with somatostatin analogues for acromegaly, these treatments are not included in the mandatory health plan in Colombia [7], and their acquisition
costs are high. Our aim is determine the cost-effectiveness of lanreotide and octreotide in the treatment of acromegaly in Colombia to inform decision makers and
improve access to these treatments, optimizing health
resources allocation.

2. Methods
2.1. Model
Following the current panel recommendations for Latin
America [7], we developed a payer-based decision
analysis model for the treatment of acromegaly in
post-surgical patients with somatostatin analogues. After
surgical resection of the tumor, a hypothetical cohort of
patients is assigned to start treatment with octreotide
LAR (20 - 30 mg) or lanreotide ATG (90 - 120 mg). If
the serum GH level was controlled with the initial therapy, they continue their treatment with the same dose and
medical follow-ups as scheduled. Those patients, who
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.
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after six months fail to control GH serum levels to <2.5
µg/l, will have a dose increase and are followed six
months later. If despite the dose increase, the patient is
unable to achieve target GH serum levels, cabergoline
2.5 mg is added to initial treatment with somatostatin
analog. Finally, radiation therapy is available for patients
who could not be controlled with combined drug therapy
after another 6 months of therapy (Figure 1).
The minimum time horizon of the model was 2 years,
assuming medical visits and dose adjustments every 6
months until GH level control was achieved or the patient is sent to radiation therapy, nevertheless the time
horizon of the base case was 2 years.

2.2. Clinical Outcomes
The probability of achieving serum GH levels <2.5 with
somatostatin analogues was extracted from the metaanalysis by Murray et al. [13], in which they reported that
65.3% of the patients treated with octreotide 59.5% of
the patients treated with lanreotide were successfully
controlled. The effect of the addition of cabergoline, as
combined therapy, was considered to be the same in both
somastostatin analogues, adding 21% of patients with
normal levels of GH [14].
The annual mortality rate was calculated from the life
tables of the Departamento Nacional de Estadistica
(DANE) [15] and adjusted for the distribution of age and
sex of the simulated cohort. For the group of patients
who did not achieve control, we assumed a doubling of
the mortality rate compared to the general population
during the time they were uncontrolled until the end of
follow-up. For patients who died during follow-up, an
adjustment of resource use and costs was applied assuming only half the total annual cost during the last year of
life during follow-up.

3. Results
Using the estimated prevalence of acromegaly in Colombia (55 cases per one million people), a hypothetical coHort of 2503 subjects with acromegaly were simulated.
The average age of the cohort was 50 years and distribution by sex was equivalent. Of these we assumed that
90% of the subjects would have surgery and require
treatment with a somatostatin analogue.
The total annual costs of management of acromegaly
in Colombia, including physician visits, laboratory tests,
and imaging were approximately COP$2,264,010 per
patient per year. The total annual costs of treatment per
patient were lower for octreotide compared to lanreotide,
and the total cumulative cost per patient after 2 years of
follow up were also lower for octreotide (Table 1).
Since the total direct medical costs are lower and the
OJEMD
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Figure 1. Decision tree for patients with Acromegaly.
Table 1. Results of costs analysis for Acromegaly managing in Colombia.
Therapy

Annual costs per patient

Total cost cumulative per
patient

Total cumulative mortality

Cumulative number of
deaths

Octeotride

$53,807,616

$98,269,601

13.12%

295

Lanreotide

$83,126,567

$155,013,743

13.42%

302

effectiveness in the proportion of patients achieving biochemical control is higher for octreotide in comparison
with lanreotide, octreotide is dominant. According to the
model results, when using octreotide, estimated savings
for Colombian Health Care system could raise up to
COP$9,545,519 per patient, per year.
Univariate sensitivity analyses were consistent showing octreotide as the most cost-effective option in all the
scenarios explored. In the sensitivity analysis, the change
in the efficacy of the treatment alternatives causes the
highest changes in the calculated ICER compared to the
Copyright © 2012 SciRes.

reference case, nevertheless octreotide remains dominant
at all instances.

4. Discussion
Our results show that differences in the effectiveness and
costs associated with the treatment of acromegaly with
somatostatin analogues in Colombia favor the treatment
with octreotide compared to lanreotide. Previous studies
have reported similar results in other countries [16-18]
Valentim et al. conducted a cost-effectiveness and impact budget analysis on the Brazilian health budget in
OJEMD
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patients with uncontrolled acromegaly after surgery [16].
The authors concluded that octeotride was dominant
compared with lanreotide and avoided 12 cases of GH
serum levels elevation, allowing additional savings of
$8089 per patient per year for the health system in Brazil.
The economic analysis performed in the UK and France
are more difficult to put into context since they were
performed before many of the new evidence that support
our model was published and at that time their approach
was considering somatostatin analogues as an alternative
to dopamine antagonists for the treatment of acromegaly.
The impact of the effectiveness of treatment for both
molecules was the parameter that showed the greater
variability in the sensitivity analysis, therefore a controlled clinical trial head to head between the two molecules with a comparable population is needed to reduce
uncertainty in that parameter, and likewise, additional
information with data from the clinical practice of real
life in Colombia that would allow us to establish even
more precise values for the frequency of dose and adherence to treatment would be very useful in our models
because we had to make assumptions based on having no
data available.
Currently, a project for the development of integrated
clinical guidelines from the Ministry of Social Protection
in Colombia includes economic evaluations and budget
impact analysis to inform decision makers about the potential impact of their recommendations. Guidelines ensure for intra-pathology assessments for the economic
and budget impact analysis. In the case of acromegaly, is
important to consider these results to inform a budget
impact model to assess the affordability of these treatments for Colombian Health Care System.

5. Conclusions
In Colombia, the treatment of acromegaly with octreotide
LAR has lower costs and higher number of patients that
achieve biochemical control compared to lanreotide ATG.
Octreotide is still dominant under different scenarios in
the sensitivity analysis showing robustness in the results
of the model despite the uncertainty around some estimates.
Adequate treatment of Acromegaly patients can reduce
morbidity and mortality associated costs, especially when
evidence based clinical guidelines and cost-effective alternatives are used.
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